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Fulbright personal statement examples eta

Previous candidates from the University of Rochester Fulbright have kindly allowed their Fulbright essays to be published on the scholarship website for the benefit of other applicants. Reading the essays of successful candidates will give you examples of how they handled the task of presenting
themselves as individuals and discussing their achievements and aspirations in interesting ways. Please be respectful of the authors' ownership of their work: previous candidates from the University of Rochester Fulbright have kindly allowed their Fulbright essays to be published on the scholarship
website for the benefit of other applicants. Reading the essays of successful candidates will give you examples of how they handled the task of presenting themselves as individuals and discussing their achievements and aspirations in interesting ways. Please be respectful of the ownership of the authors
of their work: Before you start, read the Fulbright overview to learn about the purpose of the grant and the application process. See Application recommendations for examples of winning essays and useful tips on scholarship applications. (Note that the ETA instructions for the modified grant purpose
declaration in 2019.) Components of the English Teaching Assistant (ETA) application The Fulbright online application includes the information you enter, uploaded documents, and documents that you ask others to upload. All components are due by the above deadline. The application opens in April.
You can enter the information and return to it, saving as you go. Start early and read again regularly! Be sure to indicate that you are applying through Amherst College, whether you are an elderly person or a student. Launch the application by selecting Fulbright Online Application on the left side of the
Fulbright Applicants page. In addition to the Information entered: Personal information: biographical details, lists of extracurricular activities, travel history, work experience, awards and other data; you will not be able to upload a curriculum Three (important!) summary statements: (1) an abstract /summary
of why you want to be a Fulbright beneficiary as an ETA in this specific country (1750 characters); (2) Host country engagement plan - A key purpose of the Fulbright programme is to be a cultural ambassador while living abroad; How will you work outside your workplace to fulfill this mission? How are
you going to share your culture and values in your host community? Provide specific ideas (1750 characters); (3) Description of career/educational plans upon return to the United States (850 characters) For information on how to answer these questions and other parts of the application, watch this 50-
minute PowerPoint/Audio session on Pulling it Together with Purpose: the Application. Uploaded documents: Essays: Two essays are the centerpiece of your Fulbright application. In the Grant Purpose (SOGP) 1-page statement, you'll explain which specific qualifications, training, or experience to the
class and your role in the host country, as well as all the ideas you have on how to reach students from a different pedagogical tradition. (To do this, you'll need to learn about the educational tradition of the destination country and also reflect on your learning experiences in the United States) In narrative
form, answer these questions in your essay: What specific qualifications, training or experience will you bring to class and your role as an English teaching assistant? What specific ideas do you have to interact with students from your chosen host country and help them learn English? What attributes do
you have that will help you in the challenge of living and working in a new cultural environment? How have you demonstrated these qualities in your academic and professional life? Use specific examples. Format for the ETA SOGP: a single-space page with 1-inch margins and a 12-point Times New
Roman font. The top of each page includes: Line 1: STATEMENT OF GRANT PURPOSE; Online 2: Your name, country of application and English teaching assistant program. Start in Word, then convert to pdf before uploading it. The 1-page Personal Statement can address your personal history, family
background, influences on your intellectual development, educational, professional, and cultural opportunities (or lack thereof) you've been exposed to, and the ways these experiences have influenced you. It should include your specific interests and abilities, career plans and life goals, etc. It should not
be a record of facts already listed in the application or a processing of your Grant Purpose Statement. This is a biography specifically related to you and your aspirations related to the Fulbright program you applied to. ETA personal statement format: one page, single spaced, with margins of 1 inch and
Times New Roman. The top of each page includes: Line 1: PERSONAL STATEMENT; Online 2: Your name, country of application and English teaching assistant program. Start in Word, then convert to pdf before uploading it. Follow the timeline and process below to produce polished essays by the
deadline. TIMELINE to make it do! MAY/JUNE Choose a country and read its Fulbright grant page Carefully Read a series of ETA questions under Application Advice Complete the Pre-Draft Questionnaire for the ETA SOGP The Scholarship Director will respond to discuss your answers JUNE Send your
first Grant Purpose (SOGP) statement to the Scholarship Director as a Word document for feedback and review JULY Continue reviewing SOGP, and submit your personal statement for AUGUSTA feedback Continue reviewing/feedback correcting errors; reread; Word documents in pdf, print them, and
check for formatting errors. Correct the errors, and then upload to the portal. Transcripts: Fulbright Requires Both AC Transcription and Any Study university transcripts. Always run the front and back scan. While Fulbright says they allow unofficial transcripts, unofficial AC versions don't contain all the
information required so ORDER AN OFFICIAL version - one that doesn't require a password for someone to log in. Make sure that the principals displayed in the transcript match those entered into the application. Upload transcripts in pdf format and follow Fulbright's instructions on requirements and how
to upload. Note that the numerical GPA entered into the application should only be calculated with AC grades (no previous institutions) using the AC registrar's grade conversion worksheet. Language self-assessment: If you have language skills for the destination country, you should complete a language



self-assessment even if it is not required by the country. The self-assessment form is short and is part of the online question. (see below the language assessments of the instructors). Documents you ask others to submit In the online application, you will have the option to enter names and contact
information for three recommenders and a language evaluator. Enter their names only after asking them personally on the phone or by email. It is courteous to ask for at least three weeks to one month before a deadline. It is better to ask faculty during the spring semester or early summer before the
autumn deadline if they will be able to write letters for you, then remind them, and activate the email request in the portal in early August. Recommendations: Fulbright requires three recommendation forms. For ETA grants, at least one of your recommenders should be a faculty member. Others can also
be teachers or supervisors of work or internships, staff, coaches, or community leaders who know you well and have seen you do teaching-related activities. For details on these letters, please refer your recommendations to our Fulbright Overview page (in the section entitled For Recommenders).
Language assessments: Language assessments by instructors are required for some countries. Although not required, getting an assessment is wise if you have any language skills at all for the country. Fulbright offers language evaluator instructions and an example form here, but instructors will actually
complete an online form accessible via an email that I trigger within the online application. If the language analyzer is also a recommender, you must enter two separate email addresses for the two requests. The assessment of the language is desired by the internal expiry of the AC. See sample instructor
evaluation form. Questions? Please contact:Christine Overstreet, Stock Exchange Director study; coverstreet@amherst.edu 212 Converse Hall; 413-542-2536 Postal address: Scholarship Office, Amherst College, Amherst, MA 01002 01002 01002
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